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January 12, 1922.
1
The postponed regular monthly meeting of the faculty was
held at 4:16 P. M., on the call of President Clapp who presided.

2.
The following members were present: Ames, Applegate,
Arnoldson Atkinson, Baker, Bateman, Blee, Burgee, Burke, Burrougi
Clapp, Clark, G., Clark, H., Laughters, Dean, Elrod, Hayes,
Harrington, Hoffman, Howard, Kirkwood, Lansing, Merrill, Mills,
Mollet, Neuman, Owen, Phillips, Ramskill, Rapp, Schwalm, Sedman,
Skeels’, Smith. Spaulding, Speer, Whitcomb.

The following members came in after the meeting was called
to order: Buckhous, Coon, Jesse, Sanford, Soheuch, Stephen.
The following members were accounted for: Gardner, Leaphar
Miller, Pople, Simes, Suchy, Underwood, Whitlock, Colvin.

3.
The minutes of the meeting of December 15th were corrected
adding the words ’’and Sophomores" to Section 9, Paragraph 2, Line
The minutes of this meeting were approved with this correction.
4.

The President made the following announcements:

a. That corrections to the proposed Part II of the Univers
Code be handed .to the Chairman of the committee, Mr. Jesse,
at the earliest opportunity of members of the faculty.
b. That the Chancellor had proposed a ruling to the effect
that, students absent from classes two days immediately
preceeding and two days immediately following a holiday or
vacation should not receive credit in the courses from whic
absent until a special examination is passed and that a pay
ment of a penalty fee of .$1.00 per quarter credit should be
required before the student would be admitted to the specia
examination; exceptions to this ruling could be made by the
President only.

c. The President reminded the faculty that changes in
reports of grades and class absences should not ordinarily
be made. He also stated that absences for the winter nuart
would begin January 3rd.
*w
k The following report of the Scholarship Committee dated
November 15th, was presented by the Chairman, Professor J. E. Kirk
and ordered incorporated in the minutes:
Report of the Scholarship Committee on the Administrati
of Prizes in 1920 - ’21

In accordance with the rules of the faculty the Scholarship
Committee hereby presents the following account of the disposition
of prises under its jurisdiction during the academic year 192021
*
The Bonner Scholarship having been vacated
upon his removal to the University of California, by Raymond Garve:
was reawarde
d
*
ear ly in the year to Mark Fawcett of the scholarship
Sidney.
The Annie Lewis Joyce Memorial Prize in English was awarded
Stevens of Ponv
Prize to Lucilie Jameson of Missoula.

1904 Cla§s Prize was allotted to the Department
nd won by Mary Laux of Kalispell

brize was awarded to Helen Fatherin’
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The President C. A. Buniway Prise Books for Scholarship were
awarded in 14 departments, Three departments neglected to nominate
candidates for the honor.

Those receiving this award were

'Philip White, Missoula, m Botany
Hans C. Hansen, Worden, Business Administration
Arthur Jacobson, Missoula, Economics
Grace T. BarnetT, Missoula, Education
Horine B. Murphy, Helena, English
Alfretia ,G. Philpott, Columbus, Fine Arts
Royal C. Howe, Terry, Geology
?„BanneP’ M,i,ssoula. History & Political Science
Harriet M. iaylor, Missoula, Home Economics
Lucile Peat, Missoula, Library Economy
Cecil G. Phipps, Missoula, Mathematics
Omar W. White, Missoula, Military Science
Harold W. Boffin, Scobey, Physics
Homer W. Parsons, Forsyth, Psychology

The prises in Pharmacy were awarded as follows:
? ~

prise in Manufacturing Pharmacy to A. L. Peterson, Missoula
The prise in Pharmacognosy to Cecil T. Moore, Butte

The prise, in Commercial Pharmacy to tfenry E. Rakeman, Polson
The First Year Scholarship Prize to Luke 0. Garvin, Butte
The Second Year Scholarship Prize to Marvin W. Black, Havre

The Kappa. Psi Senior Scholarship Prise to Merle M. Thompson,
Red Lodge

The Silver Bow Chapter B. A. R. History Prize to Ida M.
MacBonald, Missoula'

All of the prizes awarded have been bestowed.
The Committee suggests the desirability of increasing the
Juniwa;. Prize Fund, and the placing upon a permanent foundation of
such prizes as are now offered from year to year.

Respectfully submitted,

J. E. Kirkwood

Chairman Scholarship Committee
The University Curriculum .Committee, President. Clapp, Chairman,
recommended the following new courses:

Forestry 101. Forest Problems. Winter quarter, 2 hours per.
week. 1 credit. Prerequisite: three years undergraduate study in
* orestry.

,
Moved by Phillips, seconded by Coon, that the recommendation
oe approved.
•
The University Curriculum Committee, President Clapp, Chairman,
ecommended that a recommehdation be made to the State Board of
^aucation that the Reserve Officer’s Training Corps be discontinued. /YLfa*
woved by Skeels, seconded by Phillips, that the substance of the
^commendation be approved and that a special committee be appointed^z?^
M_prepare a suitable resolution. Moved by Kirkwood, seconded by
‘
Spaulding, that the entire subject of retention or discontinuance
* the R. o. T. C. be referred back to a committee for investigation
bnd recommendations. The substitute motion was lost and the original
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motion was then carried.

<The President later appointed the following persons as
members of the committee: Jesse, Phillips and Stone).
bv Scheuch and seconded that the recommendation of th
8; -ttee on Admission and Registration relating to Mr. Philip B.
?a?derX Section 6, minutes of meeting of November 15th, be
takefl from’the table. The motion was lost.
havpA

a
The Secretary announced that all the candidates for degrees
aAroved by the faculty at its meeting of December 15th had'comple
all Acroirements for graduation in accordance with the action of
the faculty at its meeting of December 15th and had therefore been
recommended by the President to the Chancellor for degrees.

10.
The committee on Admission and Registration presented the
following recommendations:

( />
tdw*

a. That the following students be accepted as candidates f
degrees to be granted at the end of the winter quarter withthe provision that these candidates complete all requiremen
in accordance w ith the rules of the faculty, even though.,
applications for degrees were presented only one quarter
in advance:

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF .ART'S:

Major

Name

Daisy Ella Forrest
Willie, Clanton Spaulding

Education
Biology

Total Credits
in Major
46
64-J-

Total Cree
to be Off
186^186i

FOR THE UNIVERSITY CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION TO TEACH:
Name

Daisy Ella Forrest

Ma j or
Education

Minor
Spanish

b. The committee recommended that Mr. Chester S. McNair be
granted six ’’lump” quarter credits for ’’war service.”

c. The committee recommended that the requirement in Colle?
Education be waived for Miss Catherine Craighead.
The above recommendations were on motion of Skeels, seconded
by Phillips, unanimously approved.

11.
The Registrar announced that the members of the faculty are
requested to return to the Registrar’s office as promptly as possil
class roils and service reports for the winter auarter. Compliance
with this request is especially necessary this auarter on account
oi many cancellations of registration and with drawals.

12.
There being no further business before the Faculty the meet:
adjourned.
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February 16, 1922.
The postponed regular monthly mAft+^nn.
«

1.

■ ££ ah4:1b; ?;•on Se

i Chancellor Elliott was present.

Upew£°£:^:i

presiaea.

2.
The following members were present- Ames AnniAD®+o
, Arnoldson, Baker, Bateman, Baxter, Blee Buofi w™ i v
Burroughs Carey Clapp, G. Clark
C^ ’^oon ’
Cox, Daughters, Dean, Blrod, Fowler, PreemaA, Gardner G^ver'
II leapha^t,
Hayes,. Harrmgtoh,
Hoffman Miller*4Sn
Howard lnml«h»
l’®yer»
Iterfiam, Merrill;
. Phimus ’ Happ^sAnford
scheuoh, Schwalm, Sedman, Simes, Sk&els, S^uldi™ Speer stonf
’
weisb.erg, Whitcomb.
Fauxumg, opeer, krone,
k

The' following members came in ufter the meeting was paBpa
to order : Bozorth, Kirkwood, Hoilet, Owen, Smith,
* Swenson. W|

Pope, Underwood/1"® members v,ere aooountea for:

Corbin, Lansing, W

approved/ mnutes of the meeting of January 12, 1V2S, were

i+ xSe f>resi‘ien't stated that the announcement concerning
penalty for absences preceeding and following a holiday made at
i"",
the meeting of the faculty held January 12th® (paragraph Tb)
,
in the nature of a recommendation instead of a ruling/ Moved by
herriam seconded by Coon that the recommendation be Approved 7 fori.,
follows-WUotT^ra0^ly ?d2ptea’ the rulin« as approved being
HE?
atudents absent from classes, including regularlv
scheduled final examinations, two days immediately preoeeding/r
coursL fr!mh«^duy+er vacatio? WU1
receive Credit in Xse
Gfurses from which they were absent until they pass a special
Z^ti0D’ f?r Whi2h a fee Of ^-00
«er credit win be
charged; exceptions to this ruling may be made by the President
h x,
The following recommendation was received from the Deans’
conference:
I.

I ft

tt

11.

No student shall be registered for credit in a course
after^ twenty-five per cent of the classroom exercises
have been held.
r<5 „oiar
A student regularly registered in a course who has not ,in ~
(for any reason legitimate or otherwise) been in attend
ance seventy-five per cent of the regular classroom
exercises as shown by the official records in the Regis
trar’s office, shall be assigned an ,TF’’ in that course
by the Registrar.
Exceptions to these' sections can be made only by the
Deans’ Conference on recommendation of the instructor
and rof the Chairman of the Department concerned. (Such
exceptions will not be considered later than two weeks
after the quarter has closed.) The .above rules to
become effective at the beginning of the Spring Quarter.

ra°tion was made and seconded to adopt the recommendation.
^scussi°n» a motion was made by Kirkwood and seconded by
recommendation over until the next meeting of
. ae faculty. The motion to lay over was unanimously adopted.
...
Sk

•

The following recommendations relating to changes in grades
made by the Deans ’ Conference:

That the grade for Hiss Frances Carson in English 57a be
, \
'inSFVrOffl
t0
This change is requested on the part of the4^*
;?^tXruc^or» Mr• -Dean. He claims that through a typographical error
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•on his part the wrong grade was sent in for Miss Carson.

That the grade for Mrs. Josephine Spriggs be changed in*
Criminal Law from ”0” to ”B”. The instructor for this course, i
Colvin, reports that the grade of Mrs. Spriggs was inaccurately
copied’from the blue book to the record sheet turned into the fl
Registrar’s office.

. That the grade of Paul- W. Smith In Const!tutio*nal- Law be]
changed from "0” to ”B”. The instructor, Mr. Colvin, state's th]
an error was made in transcribing the grade of Mr. Smith from tl
blue book to the rec-ord sheet turned in to the Registrar's offi]

That the grade of Harry Rooney in Corporation Finance be]
changed from ”G” to "B”. The instructor, Mr. Burgee, reports t|
this was a typographical error occasioned by the rush and exalt|
ment accompanying the filling out of his grade reports.
I |

That the grade of R. C. Graham in Military Science be
]
changed from ”D” to ”C”. The instructor, Captain Walton, repor]
that he made an error in correcting the examination paper of th |
student and that the student deserved a grade of ”0’’* rather tha ]

That the grade for Miss Gertrude Brewer in Sociology 161 |
changed from ”F” to an incomplete grade approved. The instruct]
did not.get notice that Miss Brewer missed her examination on ]
account of being ill at the time the examinations were held.

of

The following changes in the records of absences'are rec ]
^4^Vmended by the Deans’ Conference:
That the credit deducted for absences for Hiss Mary Grah;|
be cancelled as someof the absences appearing on her record wer<]
incorrectly reported to the Registrar’s office by the Physical
education Department.
j

... ,
That the credit deducted for absences for Miss Margaret I
31y.be cancelled as some of the absences appearing on. her rec]
were incorrectly reported to the Registrar’s office by the Phys-1
icai education Department.

Rp
credit deducted for absences for Miss Nell Peril
bean
u? ,s.ome ?f„the absenoes incurred by Miss Kerr. had |
Sesristrn^P
^rs‘ heclaire but had not been reported to the I
registrar s office.
be

?redi^ dedu°ted Tor absences of Miss Helen Gre^l

record wp-tpthe absences appearing on Miss Gregory’s
Professor Hhrr?™J™
to a misunderstanding o,n the part of
rroiessor Harrington m the course, History of Education.
W I

be cancelled^!
for absences of Miss Idabel Molfl
incurred on account
?e?c?s aPPO&ring pn her record well
Economics mi r,nn«r,.Ox^? conflict in the courses, Principles of 11
Mr
rjducaTion. The instructor in the Economiclflict be excnRPdS’ recommends ^hat the absences caused by this c|
,
j

fat

■

be allowed credit nPPW"®! feoommenas that the following s.tudel
xuwea credit as indicated:

That Chari
to Forestry with n
allowed two credits in Introductll
tor Mr
a ^rade of B” for the fall quarter’
Ri° instfl
registering in iore t‘“f -nothlydu‘' 1° the fsot that Hr. Craig, |
register in Introd-tf^ the number of credits allowed, did not J
course in order
to forestry and later dropned another
not add Introduction to PohlStreei8tratlOn- 4t thi® tIme he ild'l
stated +v>o4- -■ms man attenflpfi
° forestry as was -> his intent-inn
Mv
skefiiB
J-venuion.
mt.
WnT*!”
vl
-L x ullC
/A
4- A
’
o

ctixtl

v^vHlpxw v6CL

HR
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Recommendation that Mr. Lloyd Swords be allowed one credit
. with a grade of 'B" in the course Use of Law Books for the autu^
quarter, xhe student states that he was not registered in the
course through an oversight on his part and his instructor
Professor Colvin states that he attended all classes and compieted the work of the course.
Recommendation that Ronald S. Kain and Robert MacHatton be
allowed three credits for the course in Laboratory in Journalism
41a in place of the two credits for which they registered. Their
instructor, Mr. Stone,-recommends this due to the fact that the
credits for this course were incorrectly stated on the schedule
tox exercises and that the students should therefore have re^istered for three credits in place of two.
6
A motion to adopt .the recommendation was carried.

7«
An announcement was made by Hr. Simes, a member of the
Board of Directors of the Students’ Bookstore, that instructors
are asked to make, at an early date, requests for books for the
spring quarter direct to the manager of the bookstore.

ine Iresident read a lisu of the names of the members of
the faculty whose reports of unsatisfactory scholarship called
for at 9:.Q0 A. M., February 6th, were filed after the date
called for.
, / yy.
The Committee on Admission and Registration recommended tlie^
following list of candidates for degrees and certificates to be
granted at the end of the winter quarter, 1922, with the provision
that they complete all requirements in accordance with the rules
of the faculty:
FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

•

W
Name

Major

Foprest, Daisie Ella
Kumnick, Henry H.
lucKain, Heil Dunn
Smlth, L. Kelsey
Spaulding, Willie
Clanton
Winsor, Ivan F.

Credits in
Major

Total Credits
To be Offered

Education
Law
Journalism
Business Administration

46
46
62
45

186-g187
186-js218 (186)

Biology
Mathematics

64j
45

186J187 J

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS
127

Keeley, Elias Mortimer

FOR THE UNIVERSITY CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATIOH TO TEACH
Name
Forrest, Daisie Ella
■'fLittle, Helen Amitys

Ila j or

Education
Physical Education ■

Minor
Spanish
Biology
English

The motion to adopt the recommendation was unanimously
carried.
10.
The Curriculum Committee of the College of Arts and Sciences recommended the following proposed ruling:

’’Students entering with one unit of French or Spanish enter
11b of the same language j with two units, 13b of the same language:
With three units, 15a of the same language; and, with four units,
15b of the same language.” A motion to adopt the recommendation
Was made by Coon, seconded, and unanimously carried.
.

\ A pu.

;
\
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,
, fi

11.
The Curriculum Committee of the College of Arts and Sci
ances recommended to the faculty that ’’since the department of
*^***^oreign Languages has been reorganized so that a student may
major in French or in Spanish and after next year possibly in 1
Latin and Greek not more than 90 credits in,the department of i
Foreign Languages may be counted toward the B.A. degree. The
Committee, in presenting this particular number as a maximum,;]
is doing this in order to get it before -the faculty for actioni
but is not insisting that the number 90 be the number approved
as a maximum. ” On motion, action on this recommendation was
postponed to the next faculty meeting.

12.
In re Phillip White: Professor. Kirkwood, his adviser,
/asked the faculty to grant a petition from Mr. White to substi-,
-'"TW'^u^tute three quarter credits in other subjects for his remaining
pgs+pxcted elective in Literature or Philosophy.
pj

The petition was approved by his adviser and disapproved
by the Committee on Admission and Registration. On motion of
Cox the petition was granted by the faculty.
13.
Chancellor Elliott addressed the Faculty stating, among
other things, that
w

■

,

a. The Curriculum should be revised so as to eliminate
many elementary courses now offered.
b. The serious financial situation of the state was
very likely to affect plans for the University insti
tutions.
c

c. A limitation on number of students for the next
academic year might be necessary.
d. ^ Service reports are indispensable for the Chancelloi
office and members of the staff should prepare them
with care and include all their activities and duties.

14. .
There being no further business before the Faculty
meeting adjourned.

the
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,

March 14, 1922.
Jhh Pres!d:TcXp0pre3«!ine °f the PaoU1^ was heli
4:10 P.U.,

Baxter Blee Bozo?th”eBu^e>Wtoroughs”tClappeS61aM1dSatoiarkkHn8°n'
'
/^L^°Hayas, Barrington/ingaisbe^jaoobsen^jeise^^rkwMd
Merrill, Miller, Mills, Neuman Phillies
sse» Kirkwood.
I
a v
„ *
xx» ocnwalm, Sedman. Severev
I Simes, bpeer, Stone, Suchy, Underwood, Whitcomb.

,, , T»® f°powln£ “embers came in after the meeting was called to
order: Arnoldson, Cox, Elrod, Fowler, Hoffman, Owen Happ tanford
HVeisberg, Weisberg Flora.
’
pp’ ^aniora,

following members were accounted for* Baker Carpv
Howard, Lansing, Leaphart, Mollet, Steels, Smith, Ipaulding/
3.
[4.

The minutes of the meeting of February 16 were approved.
The Registrar made the following announcements:
(1) That grade reports for winter quarter should be filed
not later than Saturday evening, March 25.

(2) That winter quarter examination questions for mimeo
graphing and typing be handed to the mimeograph operator
as early as possible, preferably not later than March 15th.

5.
On motion of Kirkwood action on unfinished business from the
[previous meeting was deferred.
xrom -une

mi’ttoo ^e+J°1A°’!'^ng 00Fses were recommended by the Curriculum
[mittee of the College of Arts and Sciences for approval- and the
^recommendations were adopted by the Faculty as follows:’
1.

Education, No. SI, Learning Processes, 1 hour, 1 credit for
summer quarter only. Prerequisite - admission to the State Uni
versity only.

2.

Education- No. S25, Supervised Study, 5 hours, 2 1/3 credits,
offered five weeks of summer quarter. Prerequisite - Junior’
standing or wide teaching experience.

p.

Education, No. S30, The Junior High School, 5 hours, 2 1/3
credits, offered five weeks of summer quarter. Prerequisite Junior standing or considerable teaching experience.

Education, No. S35, Public School Publicity, 5 hours, 1 2/3
credits, offered four weeks of summer quarter. Prerequisite Junior standing or wide teaching experience.
/•

Education, No. S40, The Elementary School Curriculum, 5 hours,
1 2/3 credits, offered four weeks of summer quarter. Prere
quisite - Junior standing or wide teaching experience.

/•

Education, No. S45, Experimental Education and Scientific Method,
4-5 hours, 4-b credits, offered for summer quarter at present.
Prerequisite - Junior standing or wide teaching experience and
®^ficient knowledge of Psychology.

•

Education, No. 270abc, Educational Psychology (Advanced) 3 hours,
3 credits, offered any quarter.
(Replaces Educ. 270) Prerequis
ite - Bachelor’s degree and General and Educational Psychology.

|

!• i Education, No. 275abc, History of Education, 3-4 hours, 4 credits,
offered any quarter.
(Replaces Educ. 275) Prerequisite - B.A.
degree and Education 114.
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9.

Psychology, No. 36, Business Psychology, 5 hours, 5 credite
offered yearly in the spring quarter.
(Replaces Psych. 34
and 35) Prerequisite - General Psychology 11.

The following courses in Foreign Languages - Spanish 119,
121 123 replace Modern Languages Spanish 119abc; Spanish 125,
*
127
129, replace Spanish 121abc.
10. Foreign Languages 119, General Survey of Spanish Literature
5 hours, 5 credits, offered alternate years in the autumn
quarter. (0fferedl923-24) Prerequisite - Spanish 15b or
equivalent.
11. Foreign Languages, 121, Spanish Drama, 5 hours, 5 credits,
offered alternate years in the winter quarter.
(Offered
1923-24) Prerequisite - Spanish 15b or equivalent.
12. Foreign Languages, No. 123, Spanish Literature in the 18th
Century, 5 hours, 5 credits, offered alternate years in the
spring quarter. (Offered 1923-24) Prerequisite - Spanish
15b or equivalent.
13. Foreign Languages, No. 125, History of Spanish Civilization
5 hours, 5 credits, offered alternate years in the autumn
quarter. (Offered 1922-23) Prerequisite - Spanish 15b or
equivalent.
14. Foreign Languages, No. 127, Spanish Literature in the 19th
Century, 5 hours, 5 credits, offered alternate years in the
winter quarter. (Offered 1922-23) Prerequisite - Spanish 15
or equivalent.
15. Foreign Languages, No. 129, Contemporary Spanish Literature
5 hours, 5 credits., offered alternate years in the spring
quarter. (Offered 1922-23) Prerequisite - Spanish 15b or
equivalent.

The following courses in Foreign Languages- French 119, 121
123, replace Modern Languages French 119abc; French 125 127,
129, replace French 121abc.
16. Foreign Languages, No. 119, General Survey of French Liter
ature, 5 hours, 5 credits, offered alternate years in the
autumn quarter. (Offered 1923-24) Prerequisite - French 15b
or equivalent.
17. Foreign Languages, No. 121, French Literature in the 17th
century, 5 hours, 5 credits, offered alternate years in the
winter quarter. (Offered 1923-24) Prerequisite - French 151
or equivalent.

18. Foreign Languages, No. 123, French Literature in the 18th
hours, 5 credits, offered alternate years in the
quarter. (Offered 1923-24) Prerequisite - French 151
or equivalent.

19. Foreign Languages, No. 125, History of Pre no h Civilization,
5 hours, 5 credits, offered alternate years in the autumn
quarter. (Offered 1922-23) Prerequisite - French 15b or
equivalent.
20. Foreign Languages
» No. 127, French Literature in the 19th
Century, 5 hours ,
offered alternate years in th®
winter quarter, (Offered 1922-23)
Prerequisite - French 151
or equivalent.

21. Foreign Languages, No. 129
5 hours, 5 credits, offered Contemporary French Literature,
alternate years in the spring
eq"vIlent'.Offered ly22‘23> Prerequisite - French 15b or
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. Foreign Languages, No. 11a, Elementary Greek 5 hours
credits, offered yearly in the winter quarter.

5

Foreign Languages, No. lib, Elementary Greek 5 hours, 5
credits, offered yearly in the spring quarter
Prerequisi te
Greek 11a.

. Foreign Languages, No. 13a, Intermediate Latin 5 hours 5
oredits offered yearly in the fail quarter. Prerequisite Latin lib or two units in Latin.
. Foreign Languages, No. 13b, Intermediate Latin
credits, offered yearly in the winter quarter.
Latin 13a or three units in Latin.

5 hours 5
Prerequisite -

. Foreign Languages, No. 17a, Second Year College Latin 5 hours
5 credits, offered yearly in the fal}. quarter (Omitted iy22-23)
Prerequisite - 15b.
'

r

• Foreign Languages, 17b, Continuation of Second Year College
I’fl-'tin, 5 hours, 5 credits, offered yearly in the autumn quayter. Prerequisite - Latin 17a.
. Foreign Languages, No. 121 Political and Social Thoughts of
Plato and Aristotle (Greek) 3 hours, 3 credits, offered yearly
in the spring quarter. Prerequisite - Junior classification.
(Note: This course was approved by the Faculty with one
dissenting vote)

. Botany 65, Grasses and Range Plants, 8 hours, 5 credits, offered
yearly in the spring quarter. Prerequisite - General Botany
llabc. (Replaces Rural Botany 25)

. Economics llabc, Political and Economic Progress, 5 hours, 5
credits, offered yearly autumn, winter, spring, for Freshmen
only. (Replaces all Freshmen History and Economic Courses)
• Physics 11, College Physics, 5-7-y hours, 15 credits, three quar
ters, autumn, winter, spring. Prerequisite - Freshman standing.
(Replaces College Physics 11, ten credits)

• Economics 107, Modern Trust Movement, 3 hours, 3 or 6 credits,
two quarters, winter, spring. To be offered alternate years.
Prerequisite - Economics 14 and Business Administration 133.

Economics 167, Rural Community Life, 3 hours, 3 credits, offered
in spring quarter. Prerequisite - Junior standing.
Economics 16y, Problems of Child Welfare, 3 hours, 3 credits,
offered yearly in spring quarter. Prerequisite - Junior standing.

English-Literature 25ac, World Literature, 5 hours, 5 credits,
offered yearly in autumn, spring. Open to Freshmen only. (This
is to be the only course in English-Literature open to Freshmen.)
(This course does not satisfy restricted-elective in Group VIII,
Literature or Philosophy)

Foreign Languages-Literature 25b, Greek Literature in English,
5 hours, 5 credits, offered yearly in winter quarter. Open to
Freshmen. (This course does not satisfy restricted-elective in
Literature or Philosophy)

English 52, Periods of World Drama, 4 hours, 4 credits, offered
yearly in the spring quarter (alternate years) Prerequisite Sophomore standing.
Economics 168, Crime and Its Treatment, 3 hours , 3 credits,
offered yearly in the autumn quarter. Prerequisite - Junior
standing.
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39. Library Economy 27, Book-buying and Ordering, 3 hours, 3
credits offered yearly in the autumn quarter. (Replaces No.
24 Trade Bibliography and publishing ) Open to Seniors.
40. Education 152, Educational Measurements, 4 hours, 4 credits,
offered in autumn and summer quarters.
(Replaces S3, change
of number) Prerequisite - Education 118 and 119.

41. History, No. 32, French Revolution and Napoleonic Era, 4 hou
4 credits, to be offered yearly in the Autumn quarter. Pre
requisite - History 11 or 13.

42. History No. 30, Europe in the 19th Century, 3 hours, total
credits 6, offered yearly in winter and spring quarters. Pre
requisite - History 11 or 13. (Replaces Modern France and Mo
ern Germany in part)
43. History No. 109, Studies in European Culture, 3 hours, total
credits 6, offered in Winter and Spring Quarters, alternate
years, Prerequisite - History 11 or 13 and 33.

7.
The following recommendation from the Curriculum Commit
of the College of Arts and Sciences was presented and approved
by the Faculty as follows:
Resolution Governing the Re quirements for the University
Certificate of Qualification to Teach issued by the State Univer
sity.
—

„

The President and Faculty of' the State University of Montana!
recommend to the Chancellor of the University and the Montana
State Board of Education that the requirements for the issuance
of the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach by the
State University be established as follows for such certificates
issued after September 15th, 1^22:
I
a,

a Prerequisite to receiving the University Certificate
?,
u vCa^on to Teach, candidates therefor must have received!
the Bachelor s or a Graduate degree from the State University.
I
. (B) Candidates for the Certificate of Qualification to Teach!
a) IJAJQR preparation in some field or subject
than an
in
8chools* which shall consist of not less
00i*ge oredit8 of work- No student seeking the certif1 be re(luired t0 "take more than 54 credits in such
r uirAd
preparation.
(b) Minor preparation shall also be
schools In nL
2 ?ne 8ubject oF^Teld usually taught in high
(c) A sen mH »jr818\
no^ less than 25 college credits of work. I
°' A second Minor is recommended, but not required.
to Teach
University Certificate of Qualifioatil
■p

of professional
?.0et ^he following specific requirements
proressional preparation or their equivalents:
/I
Psycholo °r fiVe oredits in General or Elementary

. .
b

gy’

1

The following credits in the Field of Education:

I

I

I

1. Three credits in School Hygiene.
S?ree orojjits in Educational Psychology.
i". ^ureo?.aiitSiiVrin^lples of Education.
,1
5 FnZ
<n Secondary Education.*
or anv otha-r aS in,uthe history of American Education!, fi
Education*
11 °0Ur8e in the ^Par^ent of
’

6. Four or five oredits in Observation and Teaching.

I

ity to teach successfully*6 O9rtifioate nmst demonstrate their sb I
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8o’f the CollegLof ^^Arts^nd^ciences ^esXd’^LT’1? °°™V

meeting of February 16th but not acted upon at that timers
sented, and approved by the Faculty as follows:
’
P
Since the department of Foreign languages has been reorganized so that a student may major in French or in Snanish and
I after next year possibly in Latin and Greek not mLe than 90 Led i+=
I ? Jhe dePart“ent or Foreign Languages may be counted toward the
B. A. degree.
(The Committee, in presenting this particular num
ber as a maximum, is doing this in order to get it before the fLn 11»
i for action but is not insisting that the number 90 be the n^ber
approved as a maximum.)
uumuer
4 ?he £011°wing courses were recommended by the University
’ Curriculum Committee and approved by the Faculty as follows: *
i
■ 1. Forestry 101, forestry Problems, 2 hours, 1 credit offered
yearly in the winter quarter. Prerequisite - 3 years under
graduate study in Forestry.
h*

2.

Law, Legal Ethics, 2 hours, 2 credits, offered yearly in the
spring quarter. For third year men.

3.

Law, Equity II, to be offered in the summer quarter only for
six weeks, 7 hours, 3-g- credits. Prerequisite - one year of
Law.

r

Journalism 31, Kaimin Laboratoiy, 3 credits, offered yearly
autumn, winter, spring quarters, total credits to be obtained,
V. Prerequisite - two quarters of Journalism'll. Replaces
. Journalism 31, Kaimin. ,
Ei
" mt.
I 10.
The following recommendations were presented by the Univ er-.,
pity Curriculum Committee and approved by the Faculty as follows:
4.

(a) That no credit be allowed for Intercollegiate Debating
I and therefore the regulations concerning credit allowed for Inter
collegiate Debating embodied in the faculty minutes, June 3, iyi6
. Page 206, be rescinded.
(b) That upon motion of Dean Stone the courses in Journalism
,42, Field Work, 31 The Kaimin and 33 The Sentinel, be withdrawn.
(o) That instruction and guidance now given in activites for
which credit has been withdrawn should be continued and in many
[ oases amplified.
(d) That College Education be continued to be required of
every Freshman but that no credit be assigned to the work in Coll
ege Education; that those who have, for any reason, failed in the
course shall be held for the course each subsequent year until the
requirement is satisfactorily fulfilled.

(e) That when a student is properly excused in any quarter
from his Physical Education on account of physical disability this
excuse shall be deemed permanent for that Quarter and shall relieve
the student from offering one credit of the requirement for gradua
tion or from offering any substitute therefor.
(f) That the rule of the faculty (minutes of December 15th,
*15,
■1
Page 18V) which allows exemption from Physical Education to
members of the. band, be rescinded.
(g) That the requirement f.or degrees in the College of Arts
pud Science and in the Schools of Business Administration, Journ
alism, Music and Pharmacy, be published in this form—”180 credits
[lor whatever the number may be) in addition to the required credits
F& Physical Education and the required quarter’s work in College
education.”

/
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(h) That in general no University credit be allowed for .
Field Work done by a student while he is not in residence and
while he is under no direct supervision by any member of the
*
staff

(i) That, upon the Motion of Dean Skeels, the requirements
for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry be modified to
read as follows:186 credits in addition to the regular require-’
ments in Physical Education and College Education and in additio
two summers of regularly approved Field Work. In case a student
fails to offer this Field Work he may substitute for it credits
earned in residence in the ratio of three credits for each summe:
of Field Work.
'

(j) That more careful attention be given to the enforcement
of prerequisites of courses.
11.
The University Curriculum Committee, through its sub-oommittee, to which it delegated power, made the following recommen
dations, which were approved by the Faculty:
A. That credit for Music, 3yabc, University Band,, be dis
continued. The Committee concurred in the suggestion
that if, in the future, the University provides more ade
quate instruction in band music that the question of re
establishment of credit for this course may be taken up
through the regular channels.

B. The Committee recommends that not more than a total of
3 credits earned in ensemble work in Music be accepted
for a degree. Ensemble work in Music includes the follow
ing courses: 37abc Orchestra, 41abc Women’s Glee Club,
43abc Men’s Glee Club, 45abc Choral Society.

It is recommended that this ruling go into effect Septembi
1st, 1^22. It is recommended that all credits earned in these
courses prior to this date be accepted as at present. It is
recommended that those who, on September 1st, 1^22, have earned
3 credits or more in ensemble work, be debarred from further
oredit.
12.
The following recommendation concerning special students
was presented by the Committee on Admission and Registration and
approved by the Faculty as follows:
Students 21 years of age or over, not candidates for
degrees, may be admitted without the usual entrance units as spe<
ial students, if they give satisfactory evi dence *
that they are
prepared to pursue successfully special courses desired. Such
a student shall be permitted to continue in the University only
in case he carries his work satisfactorily. If it becomes evi
dent that he is unable to carry university work, his relations
with
University may, of course, be severed at any time, in
order to be eligible to register for his fourth or any succeeding
quarter as a special student, it is necessary that his average
grade for the period of his residence be not less than C.
A special student may acquire status as a regular stu dent
ana become a candidate for a degree either by taking entrance
examinations, or by transfermg to entrance credit sufficient
preaits earned in the University to make up all entrance units
t°r aQmission to regular standing. Before the student
f0r ?1S seventh quarter of residence, not including ;
a^f®L®®8?10n8* he must make up a11 entrance units required for |
that
r8fuiar standing. The Registrar's office shall at
as are npnao&n8^e^
entrance credit as many University credits
for 1
f?r s"oh PurP°Be at the rate of 8 ool±ege oredi’
the Umvarou unit, in order to be eligible for a degree from
ments for tr-r ?* T 8Pecial student must fulfill the same require*
menus for graduation as a regular student.
j

I
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Special students innst file aDiii if in
_. j • »
form provided for this purpose, whi^h ,may be obtalned1f?om”the &
Registrar. This application must include certificates of such
preparatory work as the applicant has done.

♦

13.
The following recommendation concerning residence reauirements was Presented by the Committee on Admission and Registration
and approved by the Faculty as follows:
B
D

1. One year of residence in the State University during which
the student must complete 4b oredits of college work- for at least
half this time the student must be registered in the
college
*
or
school in which he is admitted as a candidate for a degree and in
which he must complete satisfactorily not less than 24 hours of
college work; 35 credits of the last 45 oredits required for graduation must be earned in residence in the University.
I

2. Students who have fulfilled the residence requirements
. institutions
University of Montana may graduate
with a minimum of a quarter and a half of residence in the State
University during which time they must earn not less than 24
credits of University work; the last 24 credits necessary for
graduation must be earned in residence in the University.
3. Not more than 45 credits earned by correspondence may be
counted toward graduation.
14.
The following petitions from students were presented by J&flj j\
the Committee on Admission and Registration:

M
* ’^hhte. Petition presented without recommen^atj on
I from Committee on Admission and Registration that History 13a,
|English History, 1 credit, earned in the fall quarter of 1918
flu year,” and History 13b, English History, 5 credits, satisfy
[ the History or Economic requirement for the B. A. degree. On
I motion, the Faculty approved the petition by a vote of 15 to 2.
; Stephen Sullivan. Petition presented without recommendation
,» from Committee on Admission and Registration that his Foreign
• Language requirement for the B. A. degree be fulfilled by 14
credits of Spanish. Mr. Sullivan states the following reasons
for asking this exemption : ”1 have 5 hours to make and I have a
very hard time with it. I try to get Spanish but I have not the
proper base from which to build on and if I have to take Spanish
it will be an advanced course.” Moved by Phillips and seconded
that the petition be granted. Elrod and Simes moved to refer the
petition to the Committee on Admission and Registration for defi
nite recommendation. The motion to refer was unanimously adopted.

• Albertus William Dwyer. That his language requirement be
fulfilled by taking two quarters of Spanish and two quarters of
“ranch, having already obtained credit for 2 units of Latin and 1
unit of German in high school and 4-§- quarter credits of College
German. Petition recominenddby Committee,and the recommendation
was approved by the Faculty.
Re: Aaron A. MacDougal. That the Foreign Language require
ment for the B. A. degree be satisfied by 1 unit of German, 1
unit of Latin and 7 quarter credits of College German. Petition
recommended by Committee, and the recommendation was approved by.
the Faculty.
*15
The following recommendation from the Deans’ Conference was
Presented and approved by the Faculty’as follows:
That a student not be allowed to register in courses which
conflict unless he has the approval of the instructors concerned
and of the Deans’ Conference.
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e
nihp Committee on Student Life recommended that the faculty
, approve petK^s for new organisations from the following:
||

*
Aar
1'**

Karnak Club, petitioning Alpha Tau Omega
Chelys Club, petitioning Alpha Chi Omega
Signa Alpha,

'7-t;

The Faculty approved the recommendations of the Committee.

17
The Graduate Committee recommended (1) that before the
,
17.
The uraau
ferred the candidate’s thesis must be depos
t nld’with
librarian and its receipt duly acknowledged by that
official.
(2) That the thesis of candidates for the Master s degr0
be required to be typewritten in uniform style on paper of uni
form size or if printed that they be required to conform to the ,
style of State University Studies, provided that in case of pub
lication in a reputable Journal a reprint from such Journal be
acceptable•
O) That candidates for the Master’s degree be required
present in preparation for admission, credits in Modern Foreign
Language equal to the amount required for graduation in the coll
ege of Arts and Sciences in this institution.
Moved by Kirkwood and seconded by Phillips to adopt the
recommendations. The motion to adopt was unanimously approved.
18.
There being no further business before the Faculty the
meeting adjourned.
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April 18, 1922.

1.
The postponed regular monthly meeting of the Faculty was
held at 4:10 P. LI., with President Clapp presiding.
2.
Present: Ames, Applegate, Arnolds on, Atkinson, Baker,
Bateman, Baxter, Blee, Bozorth, Burgee, Burke, Clapp * Clark *G.
Clark, H., Clark, ./• P*, Coon, Gardner, Geyer, Hayes, Hoffman
Howard, .Jacobsen, Jesse, Kirkwood, Leaphart, LeClaire, Merriam
Merrill, Hiller, Phillips, Rapp, Speer, Stone, Suchy,’underwood
Whitcomb.
The. following members came in after the meeting was called
to order: Buckhous, Colvin, Cox, Daughters, Dean, Elrod, Freeman
Harrington, Owen, Scheueh, Severey, Simes, Smith, Jaltorj
L
The following members were accounted for:
. Fowler, Graff, Mills, Sanford, Sedman,

1 3.

Carey

Corbin

The minutes of the meeting of March 14th were approved.

: 4.
The President gave a resume of the proceedings of the
meeting of the Executive Council held at the Chancellor’s Office
in Helena on March 31st.
By
^ie -resi(ient stated that the Executive Council had

[j
;
[
.

|
[

derfc.

repealed the rule permitting students from the other institutions^
of the University organization to satisfy the residence require
ment of the State University by one and one-half quarters’ attend
ance .

5.
Mr. Merrill, Chairman of the Schedule Committee, stated
that requests for the schedule for next year would be made at an
early date. He said that a considerable number of changes in the
Spring Quarter schedule had been made: that good excuses were
given for most of these changes; on the other hand, three-fourths
of these changes could have been foreseen. Mr. 'Merrill also
stated that tardiness in securing approval of new courses was
one of the causes for changes in the schedule.

j 6.
The following recommendation was made by the Committee on
I Admission and Registration: That, concerning the following resi| dence rule, ’’One year of residence in the State University, during
which the student must complete 45 credits of college work; for p e s '(/(>/
! at least half this time the student must be registered in the
ut K?.
college or school in which-he is admit
candidate for a
C
degree and in which he must complete satisfactorily not less than
| 24 credits of college work,” the part that reads as follows be
i rescinded; ’’for at least half this time the
dent must be regis|tered in the college or school in which he is admitted as a candi| date for a degree and in which he must complete satisfactorily
'■lot less than 24 credits of college work.” On motion of ^liillirs
I the motion was unanimously adopted.
"•
The Committee on Admission and Registration recommended
| for approval the following petition of Mildred Zoller: That she
-be allowed to complete the credit requirement’ for the Music Super|visor’s Certificate by a History course for 5 hours, by corre|spondence in the summer quarter of 1922, and that the course in
|History be substituted for further requirements in English for
this certificate. ' (Miss Zoller by the end of the srring quarter
|Will have completed 5 credits in English 11a. The English require
ment for the Music Supervisor’s Certificate is a total of 8
^credits in English Ila and lib.) Upon motion of .hillins the
hmotion was unanimously adopted.
| 8.
The Committee on Admission and Registration
'for approval the following petition of Mary Elizabeth Doerr;
’That she be allowed to graduate without havin^
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The request was made due to the fact that kiss A
--^r entered the University in the winter quarter, was regis- ,
+ Pi in the soring and summer quarters and by the time Collkucation was given in the succeeding-fall quarter she
had obtained Sophomore standing. Upon motion of Phillips
■ motion was unanimously adopted.
The Committee on Admission and Registration reported
dilates for degrees - and certificates to
^ranted nt the end of the winter quarter, presented at the
faculty meeting of December 15th, all have completed their
requirements for the various degrees and certificates with the
option of Helen A. little.
9

The President presented the f ollowing recommendations '
from the "leans’ Conference, all of which were arproved:
1. Cancellation of the- credit deducted for absences of
Clvde ?. Murphy. Change made due to the incorrect
interpretation of the person1 s name for whom a leave of
vocational office.
2. Change of grade of II. Gayle Johnson in Physical
Education lib from ”F” to ”C”. Request made owing to the
fact that the attendance record at Swimming vias incorrectly
reported by the instructor.

3. Change of credit for A. Zamansky in Forest Improve^
ments, Ho. 46, from 3 to 4 credits. Credit for course
was changed after schedule was printed. Student’s name •
appeared on class rolls and grade report for 5 credits.!
the number for which he registered, but was not corrected .
by instructor.
4. Change of grade of Catherine Small in American liter
ature 29b from A-1 to A. Change made at request of
instructor on account of giving student a longer time to
get in rarer than instructor remembered at time the
grades were handed in.

■5.

Change of grade of Harry Blanton in Economic History
England from
to ”E”. Request made by instructor
>n account of error in typing grade report.

6.

Cancellation of credit deducted for absences of John?
Change
mistake in dates made by
n s.
m
4- • made
i • due jto -j the
Q_XrQ OXn

'•
^ranc'e oi grade or Mat u ^earc? in Economics 14b.
”I.h'. Tearce’S work ’"as of ’’R” fulfil-i-Hr lynt Of fhn time th1-'
1G ©
1C 1* llflid
been excused but not made ur. As he had not indicated an
*
makirc
them Un h^»
pf
of ”3-1.n Tliese absences were taken while away oh
Ho
y}O-'u
his intention of making
-

_
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business before the Faculty that

u<
■*
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r

May 16, 1922.

-

l

1.
The postponed, regular monthly meeting of the Faculty
was held at 4:10 P.M., with President Clapp presiding?
?*
The A?iJ0Wing members were present: Alies, Apple'gate
Arnoldson, Atkinson, Baker, Bateman, Blee, Bozorth, BuckHous
Burgee, Burke, Carey, Clapp Clark, G., Clark, H. , Clark', W.P.,
Colvin Coon, Corbin Cox, Daughters, Elrod, Fowler, Gardner
Geyer, Graff, Hayes, Hoffman, Howard, Ingalsbe, Jacobsen
Kirkwood, .Leaphart, Merriam, Merrill, Mills,* Neuman, 'Phillips
happ, banford, ocheuch, bevery, Simes, Speer, Stephen
Underwood, Walton, Weisberg, Mrs. F., Whitcomb.
c
following memoers came in after the meeting was
called to order: Owen, bedman, Smith.
(
The following members were accounted for: LeClaire
bchwalm, Spaulding, Stone.
'
*’

The minutes of the meeting of April 18th were approved.

4.
The President announced that arrangements had been' made
for an advance registration for the autumn quarter of the '
present resident students, to begin about May 27th. '
15•
ihe President stated that he had referred the rules
concerning Senior examinations for honors (adopted at the meeting of the Faculty of May 17, 1921, paragraph 14) during the
present quarter to Dean Leaphart for interpretation. !Ohe
opinion of Lean.Leaphart was read, to the effect that the'
prior to April 1st, 1923, were optional.
ihe President stated that he concurred with Dean Leaphart’s
.opinion; the Senior examinations are to be compulsory for
.Jtudents
voluntarily become candidates for honors for the
present quarter.

W-..■
A discussion concerning the Senior examination ruffes
ensued. Moved by Merriam, seconded by Daughters, that tjie
Senior examinations cover the major subject only instea,d of 70
hours as specified in the original rule. Motion was unanimously
adopted. Moved by Daughters, seconded by Elrod, to instruct
the Scholarship Committee to further investigate the whoJLe
subject
Senior examinations and devise a suitable plan for
’■g^}nds^ra‘td°n and submit a report thereon to the Faculty.
Motion adopted. Moved by Merriam, seconded by Phillips, that
enior examination honors be given only on recommendation of
.J|Be ^ajor professor and after examination,and approval by the
vacuity. The motion was unanimously adopted.

p
. W* Carey read a communication from Professor Frances
-drUin expressing appreciation of the sympathy of the Faculty
in her recent bereavement.
^Mr. Carey presented a request for approval of $20.00
^ie Acuity fund for a Faculty picnic to be held June 3rd.
motion by Elrod to approve the request for $20.00 or more
was unanimously adopted^
J-Ee President presented a recommendation from Mr. Burgee
^or a °Lange of grade of Miss C. M. Smith in Economic
aisuory of England, #12, winter quarter, to "A”, instead ,of "B”.
he request was accepted by the Faculty without discussion.
9•
Jar. Phillips presented a recommendation from the Committee
n .admission and Registration that the following list of candi-^^7
Wtes be granted the degrees and certificates indicated at the
My
"khe spring quarter provided they complete all requirements
» accordance with the rules of the Faculty. Motion was ,
^hanimously adopted.
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+hp Donee of Bachelor of Arts:
jor uhc—-------- -------------Tr_n
Major

D-vt-ai-kS-vlvia M.
rSC> K K A D
J y 1 V 111
v
■Rcrt+n Marn*’aret4Benson Hilda Katherine
■
Christensen, Earle Arthur
Craighead Katherine Wheeler
>arl G.
«
Dorsey James Weston
♦
is Helen Lucille
♦
Sell, Mary
Garver,’Raymond
Hamilton, Edith Selle
Harpole, Eugene
Himes, Mildred Virginia
Hyde,, Kona G.
James, Ruth A.
Klammer, Florence Anna
Lawrence, Frederick A.
Lenon, Lucile
Lore, Mildred Theone
McAllister, Adalouie
McCarthy, Mary Helen
McKoin, Clarence K.
McQuay, Ruth
MacDonald, Ida Mildred
Mitchell, Eleanor Lister
Moore, Dorothy
Pearsall, Donna 3.
Rabe, Hasel Helen Rohrer, Mildred Alberta
Smith, Paul Wynne
Sponheim, Louisa A.
Thompson, Elsie A.
xiedt, Inez Josephine
Vedder, Mary Harriette
•/aMcer, Phoebe, Howell
2S??^erX
^ee
2mar w‘Ashburn
*
*-hite, Philip Rpdney
ekes, Elizabeth Woodbridge
•<1 son, . illiam Charles Made

Credits Total Cree
in
to be
Major
Offerer

English
PH
cstOTV
xiibuux^
Mathematics
Psychology
English
'
■
Chemistry
Psychology
•
Home Economics
•
Modern Languages
Mathematics
Physical Education
Law
'
Library Economy
Mathematics
Home Economics
Library Economy
Chemistry
Modern Languages
English
English
History
Mathematics
Mathematics
History
Modern Languages
Physical Education
'English
"
History
History
Law
English
Physical Education
. Home Economics
English
Biology'
Education
Mathematics
Botany
Home Economics
Modern Languages
<->

65 1
45o
^2
48
65
«
'51
» 56’
51 *
55
*
52
58>
66
95
49
53
53
*
50
63
61
56
51
60
55
48
49
68
62-J73
43
46
91
66§59
61159
61
’
40
48
62
*
58
54
. r-

193
*i
>
*196
J-*w
180 |
190 .
J
207 I
216
186
197k
19#
227
188|
18# 192
186
186
193
187
186
187 |
186 I
186 '
186
188 I
186
19#
196
1861
186 1
194
18# ■
210
201 190
1991 !
189-J !
186
196j
196
187

~—-“k°f degree of—Bachelor of-Arts in Business Administration:

Broadwater ’Lathi-rm
BrocknaIL
Goff
u £‘V8rette
Henderson, Sr^erite
Jacobson, Arthur C.
^itohell, Pearl Margaret
omylstead Ann T
Vegen .Virginia

56
58
45■
56
•

•

06
^1 ,
47

—. .y ^He Degree of Baohal/rr of Science in
_
1
uut chins on Fr any
Haraya, Siit0*
" *
"nor, Ueil Gardner-

X^8
I87
186

66
70
76
64

126
136
94

i

*186
86* i

73

.
—SZ*

.
18#
186J
I86
188
1flRs
188
188i
® J

£Q.y. tae Degree-of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:
Higbee Lawrence L.
Hain, Ronald 3.
MacHatton, Robert C
Romney, Miies jr
“ilson, Ann Brundige

||

•'

’
204
197 *ji
207
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For the Degree of Bachelor of Laws:
Credits
in
—Major

Total Credits
to be
Offered

Brown, Robert Keith
Brown, William Kilgore
Harpole, Eugene
Jameson, William J. Jr.
Platt, Edward L. •
Smith, Paul Wynne

,
J™
-^0

*or the Degree of Master of Arts in History

22

Kelley, Elisabeth Agnes

go

Certificate of1 Completion of Course in Law:

Merrill, Robert T.

135

foy* the Degree of Graduate in Pharmacy:

Allison, Jay Henry
Anderson, Hugh J•
Clark, Walter E.
Donich, Amelia Regina
tJohnson, Ruth Eva
Lines, Gladys Margaret
Moore, Cecil John
Peek, Orville W.
Jellman, Carl L.

•

130
•,gq 1

54
at

-

59
60
60
59
61
50
£]_

.

.

105
105<
127
107
108
215

For.the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:
Major

Bakkeby, Sylvia M.
*
■d
TT
f
Benson, Hilda Katherine
t?
tt
.
vans, Helen Lucille
P
M
xarrell, Mary
-

Hamilton, Edith BelleHju .. fir' ■
Hyde, Nona
t
„
Lawrence, Frederick A.
T «
.
t
'
, enon, Lucile
t

Lore, Mildred Theone
iff
,
t'
McCarthy, Mary Helen
w n
tt
McQuay, Ruth
MapDonald^ Ida Mildred
E..
“-luchell, Eleanor Lister
M
«
oore, Dorothy
tj

P

earsail, Bonna B.
abe, Hazel Helen

.fb .
*
ohrer, Mildred Alberta

English
Mathematics

Home Economics
r
Modem Languages
Physical Education

’

Minors
French
History
French
Spanish
Chemistry
Modern Languages
History

Modern Languages
Bi010gy
Mathematics
Modern Languages
History
Chemistry
French
'
'
Mathematics
Modern Languages
English
Latin
English
History
’
‘ '
Music
History
»
Spanish
r
English
Mathematics
Spanish
Fr enc h
History
» Latin
English
Modern Languages
English
History
Physical Education Latin
French
English
French
Phys. Education
History
English
Business Administration
History
English
Business Adminis
tration
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Kame

•'

, „
Sponneiia, Louisa
Thompson, Elsie A.

Tiedt Ines Josephine
neat, iu«z>
f
Veddor, Mary Harriette
? ^^fcwalker, Phoebe Howell .
Wickes
uxwikve,
Wilson
HixHuu,

mnors

A

English
Modern Languages
°
’Biology
®j
Physical Education Modern Languages
Chemistry
®i
Economics
, Modern Languages
. |

Home Economics

'

English '
Biology.^

’
|

Elizabeth'Woodbridge HomeEconomics
WilliamCharles
****

Made ModernLanguages

Chemistry
English
Mathematics
Education

Mr. Phillips presented a further recommendation from the
Committee on Admission and Registration that the name of Mr.
Marcus Derr for completion of certificate of course in Law,
total credits 130J-, be added to the above list. The recommen
dation was unanimously adopted.

(2-^^ , 10.
Mr. Phillips presented a petition from Mr. Earl Malone
/nch^00-1 that he be allowed to substitute one quarter’s work in Literature.
78b, for the second quarter’s requirement in Foreign Language,
for*the degree of Pharmaceutical Chemist. Moved by Elrod that ;
the petition be referred to the Committee on Admission and
Registration with power to act. The motion was unanimously
adopted'.
.
,
&•»**•'**' 11.
The President at this point announced the resignation A .
of Dr. Edward C. Elliott as Chancellor of the University of
Montana and his acceptance of the presidency of Purdue Universit;

12.
Mr. Underwood, Chairman of the Faculty Committee, on
Policy and Distribution of the Budget, gave an informal report
and recommendations from the committee. The President compli
mented the committee upon its work and Mr. Cox moved a standing
vote of thanks to the committee5 especially to the Chairman.
On motion of Elrod the Faculty proceeded to ballot for the
the committee for the ensuing year. The repult of
the ballot of the entire Faculty for the member of the committee
at large was the election of Professor M. J. Elrod.
(The following results of the election by groups were
subsequently reported as follows:

Science group, (Biology, Botany, Physics, Chemistry,
Mathematics, Geology, Home Economics) - R. H. Jes^e and
A. 3. Merrill
-*rts.group, (History, English, Economics, Education,
Psychology, Fine Arts, Physical Education, Languages,
Library Science, Military Science) - Freeman Daughters
? ■'?
Schools, (Journalism, Law, Forestry, Pharmacy, Music,
i Administration)- S. J. Coon and 0. U. Leaphart.)

S

Hb- Th?re beiHS no
meeting adlourned

'

business before the faculty, the
v*

nA '

secretary.

g

I
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June 8, 1922.

len 4>\mee^nS+°£-.the PaQulV was held at 4:10 P.M., on the
call of President Clapp, who presided.
?• •

The following members were present: Ames, Applegate
BStamanA BleeA Buckhous, Burke, ’Carey, Clapp,
Clark, G., Clark, W.P..Coon, Cox, Daughters, Dean, Freeman/
Geyer, Graff, Hayes, Hoffinan, Howard, Jacobsen Jesse
Kirkwood, Merriam Merrill Mills , Mollet, Phillips, Ramskill,
Rapp Sanford, Schreiber, Schwalm, Simes, Spaulding, Speer
Stephen, Underwood, Whitcomb, Walton.
’
The following members came in after the meeting was
called to order: Gardner, Neuman, Owen, Sedman, Skeels, Fowler.

The.following members were accounted for:

Miller, Stone.

3.

The minutes of the meeting of May 16th were approved.

4.

The following announcements were then made:

B
instructors are requested to hand in absent reports for
the present week by Saturday noon, June 10th.
Grade reports, accompanied by the class cards with
grades recorded on them, for the Spring Quarter, are called
for on Wednesday, June 21st, at 9:00 A.M.

Members of the Faculty are requested to attend bacca
laureate services and commencement exercises.
Members of Phi Beta Kappa on the Faculty are requested to
give their names to Professor Bateman.

The fiscal year ends June 30th at which time balances
™e budget accounts revert. All bills against the budget
or the present fiscal year should be in the Business Office
before the end of June.
.

< 4.
Allowing report from the Committee on Admission and
eglstration and the Registrar’s office was presented by
/
rdfessor Phillips and oh motion of Phillips unanimously approved: -

r*

« .
Lawrence Higbee has withdrawn his application for the
Quarter^66
' Journalism to be granted at the end of the Spring
The following applications for degrees and certificates
have been received since last Faculty meeting and are recommended
tor approval:

^*or the Degree of Bachelor of Arts:

Name

Jameson, Lucille
^aolay, Samuel S.

Major
History
Biology

Credits in
Major

63
43

Total Credits
to be Offered

186
190

or the Degree of Master of Arts:

Atkinson, Ernest Albert

Psychology

or the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach
Name
Godfrey, Jewel

Majors
Modern Languages

Minors
Biology

Wan+x
a
o^by, Cleve 0.

Business Administration

English
English
History
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All the candidates for degrees and certificates as
recommended by the Committee on Admission and Registration
and approved at the meeting of the Faculty on May 16th
have completed their requirements with the exception of
Mark H, Derr.

)< 6 .
The following recommendation was presented by
Professor Kirkwood and on motion unanimously adopted:

The following candidates are recommended for gradua
tion with honrs by the major department and by the com
mittees on Scholarship and Admission and Registration:
Name
Garver, Raymond.

Major

Mathematics 2*64

Hutchinson, Frank Forestry

2.07

Jameson, Lucille

History

2.85

Laraya, Sixto

Forestry

2.11

MacDonald, Ida M. History

3

4

45 cr. (B-A)
6
Univ, of Calif.
0
9

7

10

8

10

15

0

87 cr. (B-) For.4
School, Univ, of
Philippines
2.72
0
7

6

10

1 — Scholarship index on credits earned at the State Univer
sity of Montana.
2 -- Number of credits earned at other institutions, and their
approximate grades.
3 — Number of quarters on Honor Roll.
4 — Number of quarters in attendance at the State Univer
sity of Montana (exclusive of summer sessions and flu
period).
7.
Professor Jesse reported that the Student Life Com
mittee recommended the following petitions for Faculty
approval of student organizations:

(a) Omega Xi, local sorority, petitioning Alpha Xi Delta,
signed by Margaret G. Tobin, et al.
(b) Beta Zeta, a local sorority, signed by Opal Adams.
.

0 v six •

Co) Gamma Epsilon Pi, honorary commerce sorority (nations
for junior and senior women in the school of-Businessj
Ia\ n2^7nistr!Tbion’
Uy Lillian Goff, et al.
Club, R.O.T.C., applying for charter from
national society of Scabard and Blade.
adopted^11 m0b^0n the recommendation for approval was unanimous

mittae
a r®p°rt on the "Faculty Affairs" Comanrorderedhfilealeferred t0 th® Bu8in9SS Office for auditing,

student^at^tho Jjrou8ht up the question of reoeption for new
Carey to abandon?^8 °Kthe Autumn ^“ter- A motion by
the recent growth nf Jouityrecepti°n f°r new students, becauj
was oarriedf th f th® iastitutl0n “a^e such an event diffic I

“•publish Prevised ed^on^t?* B®fist^r-S office planne
opening of the Antiuwi n,
of the student hand-book for the
existing ruSs werfk
that oertain coordination of
8 rules were unavoidable in such a recodification, that

185
suggestions from committees and the faculty concerning
recodification were invited and that conies af6
script for the publication would be submitted*!^ a
U~
for criticism.
suomitted in advance
meeting^adjournedf
busine8S b8fore the faculty the
t

fl

July 26, 1922.

1.
A special meeting of the Faculty was held at 4M0 P.M.,
|
on the call of the President with Vice President Soheuch presid- I
ing.

2.
The following members were present: Applegate, Atkinson, I
Bennet, Colvin, Coon, Cox, Dobson, Ericson, Fitzgerald, Gregory*
Harrington, Hartson, Hill, Kirkwood, Mack, Merrill, Miller, J.E.
Phillips, Scheuoh, Smith, Speer.
*i

The following members came in after the meeting was called I
to order: Ames, Daughters, Fowler, Underwood.

3.
Re: Harris. James C. The Committee on Admission and
I
/ Registration, Mr. Phillips, Chairman, recommended that he be
allowed to substitute other credits for the remaining 14 credits
in Foreign Languages required for the B. A. degree on account
of impediment of speech; the petition was approved by Professors
Soheuch and Coon. A motion to adopt the recommendation of the
committee was unanimously approved.

4*
Re: Sullivan. Stephen P. Recommendation from the Com
mittee on Admission and Registration, Mr. Phillips, Chairman
be allowed to fulfill the Foreign Language requirement fo:
the b. A. degree by 14 hours of Spanish and 5 hours of French.
a motion by Merrill to adopt the recommendation was approved.
Xthn
following candidates for degrees and certificates at
nn aaSL
th® J?™9? Juarter were recommended by the Committee
eroviSon
®S Str?ti°n’
PhilliPs» Chairman, with the I
the
°°“Plet® the requirements .in accordance with
were
Paoulty- On motion of Phillips the candidates I
were unanimously approved.
wama
flame

'

„ .
^Jor

Credits in Total Cred: i
Major
To be Offe:|

I
I

for the Degree of Bachelor of Arts:

S?-2t^arry°^erS°n
Iu?o“indrace

^“o°n
p?glis11

£

w

eb

186

I

Doerr, Mary Elizabeth

Engjs? E4u0atl0n

^4

191

I

Korman, Solom^n^widi™

^dern Languages

47

Slack, Sidney Albert

tttfon

7

186
}09f

I

*or the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:'

I

Harris, James Claude
n
71
*or the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:

I

Higbee, Lawrence L.
-Robinson, Gladys
66
»
x,
75
r he University Certificate of Supervisor of Music:

202

B ■

194
187

Zoller, Mildred T.

96

I

187
For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:

Name
Benjamin, Ida May
Buford, Grace
Christensen, Lillian A.
Craighead, Katherine
Wheeler
Doerr, Mary Elizabeth
„
,,,
T_ ,
Fitzgibbon, Helen
Harner, Elda Muriel
Nill, John H.
Houck, Reba Marguerite
James, Ruth
....
.
McAllister, Adalouie
„ _
McDougall, Aaron Archibald
Stewart, Helen Elizabeth

Major

Minors

English
Physical Education
Physical Education
English

Education - French
English - Biology
Biology
History - French

English

Economics - Modem
Languages
Biology - French
Biology'- English
Geology - Mathematics
English - Education
Chemistry - Physical
Education
Biology - Physical
Education
History - Education
Chemistry - Education.

Physical Education
Physical Education
Chemistry
Modern Languages
Home Economics
English
Mathematics
Home Economics

6.
There being no further business before the Faculty the
meeting adjourned.

188
August 17, 1922.
1.
A special meeting of the Faculty was held, at 4:10 P.M.,
on the call of President Clapp, with Vice President Scheuch
presiding.

2.
The following members were present:
Daughters, Phillips, Smith, Scheuch.

Applegate,

3.
The Committee on Admission and Registration, Mr. Phillipa
Chairman, presented the following candidates for degrees and
* certificates to be awarded at the end of the summer quarter, n
with the provision that they complete the requirements in accord
knee with the rules of the Faculty:
For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts:

Name
Jones, kyle
Morris, .John Louis

Major

Education
History

Total Credits
To be
f Offered
106
186

Credits
in Major

36^44

For the Degree of Bachelor of Laws:
Southwick, John J., Jr.

>

127

lor the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:

Name

Jones, Kyle
Kennedy, Ruth
approved.

Ma jor
Education
History

Minor

English
English

On motion of Phillips the candidates were unanimously

. ^jre being no further business before the Faculty, the
meeting adjourned.
*
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September 25, 1922.

hoc ,Fhe fir?j meaRnS of the Faculty for the academic year
1?2?-23 "as held on the call of President Clapn, who presided
at 10:00 A.M.
’
2.
The following members were present: Ames, Applegate
Armour, Arnoldson, Atkinson, Bassler, Bateman Baxter Berry
Bozorth, Buckhous, Burke, Carey, Chadwell, ChAse, Clapp. Clarke F.
Clarke, J., Clarke, W.P., Clements, Colvin, Coon CorbiA Cox ’
’
Daughters, Elrod, Feighner, Gardner, Geyer, Gleeson, Graff Hayes
.Hoffman, Horst, Howard, Humiston, Jacobson, Jameson, Jesse
Jolliffe, kirkwood, klammer, Langmas, Lansing, Leaphart, Lennes
Lucas, Maddock, Matthews, Merriam, Merrill, hash, Phillips
Ramskill, Rapp, Rowe, Sanxord, Schcuch, Schreiber, Sedman Severy
Skeels, Smith, D., Smith, F.O., Spaulding, Speer, Stewart
Stimpert, Stone, Weisberg, H. , V/eisberg, Mrs. H.

3.
The minutes of the meetings of June 10, July 25 and August
17 were approved.
&
4.

The President introduced the new members of the Faculty.

5* _ Professor Phillips, Chairman of the Committee on Admission
and Registration, reported that the following candidates approved
at the previous meeting of the Faculty, had complied with all
xq,
requirements for graduation and had therefore been recommerded /2
for the degrees and certificates as indicated:

Major

' '
For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts:

Allen, William McPherson
Armstrong, Perry D.
Benjamin, Ida May
_
Buford, Grace
hristensen, Lillian A.
Doerr, Mary Elizabeth
Fitzgibbon, Helen
Harner, Elda Muriel
Houck, Reba Marguerite
Morman, Solomon Bwidine
Jones, Kyle
McDougall, Aaron Archibald
Morris, Jojin Louis
Reever , Earl Me.
Slack, Sidney Albert

Economics
Education
English
Physical Education
Physical Education
English
Physical Education
Physical Education
Modern Languages
Psychology
Education
Mathematics
History
History
Education

■®or the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:

Harris, James Claude

■kor the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:

Higbee, Lawrence L.

^or the Degree of Bachelor of Laws:
Southwick, John J., Jr.

•‘■‘or the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach:
Dame

Major

Minors

Benjamin, Ida May
English
Education
Buford, Grace
Physical Education English Christensen, Lillian A. Physical Education Biology
Craighead, Katherine
English
History “'he el er
^itzgibbon, Helen
Physical Education Biology Harner, Elda Muriel
Physical Education Biology -

French
Biology

French

French
English

/7 F
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Hill John H.
Chemistry
Houck Reba Marguerite Modern Languages
inmop’ Ruth
Home Economics
James,
Jones, Ryle
Education
Kennedy Ruth
History
McAllister, Adalouie English
McDougall, Aaron
Archibald
Stewart, Helen
Elizabeth

Mathematics
Home Economics

Geology - Mathematics
English - Education
Chemistry ■
Physical Education
English
English
Biology - Physical
Education
History - Education
’
Chemistry - Education

6.
Mr. Carey reminded the Faculty of the Faculty Fund.
Motion was made by Skeels and seconded by Carey that the members
of the Faculty asses.s themselves one-tenth of one per cent of
their annual salary for this fund, in accordance with the prac
tice of previous years. Motion was unanimously adopted.
7.
The President stated that he had made the following
interpretation of the Faculty rules concerning three courses
for Freshmen: That two courses in Theoretical Music or two
courses in Fine Arts count as one course only providing the two
courses do not exceed five credits. There being no objection by
the Faculty to this interpretation the President stated that
this interpretation should be followed.
8.
There being no further business before the Faculty the
meeting adjourned.

191
October 17, 1922.
1.
The postponed regular monthly meeting of the Faculty
was held at 4:10 P.H., with President Clapp presiding.
Thn f01.l°wing members were present: Ames, Atkinson
Bateman, Mr., Bozorth, Burke, Carey, Clark, W.P. Glark J.
Clements, Clapp Colvin Coon, Cox, Deutsch, Elrod, Gleason’
Graff, Hayes, Hoffman, Horst, Howard, Howard Capt.
Jacobson, Kirkwood, Langmas, Lennes, Haddock^ Mathews
» ^ash» Neuman, Phillips, Severy
Smith, .0. , Smith, Maj., Speer, Williams, Whitcomb.

■
The following members came in after the meeting was
called to order: Applegate, Arnoldson, Gardner. Geyer Jesse
Merriam, Rapp, Scheuch, Sedman, White, 'Weisberg, Mrs.

I
The following members were accounted for:
Stone.

Bateman Mrs
*
*

3.
The minutes of the meeting of September 25th were
corrected by adding the name of J. X. Neuman to the list of
members present (paragraph 2) and approved.

4' 4-u
•^res^<^en^ announced the following standing committees
of the Faculty for the year 1922-23:
<7 z,
nPP"/
ADMISSION AND REGISTRATION •
/Z

Philips, Chairman of department concerned, and the
Registrar.
ADVISERS;

Jesse, Cox, Geyer, Graff, Neuman, Howard, Severy,
Bateman, Merrill, Ames, Miller.
ARCHIVES:

Buckhous, Phillips, Scheuch.

ATHLETICS:
Schreiber, Baxter, Scheuch, Spaulding, Rowe, Stewart,
Jesse.

BUDGET AND UNIVERSITY POLICY:

Elrod, Coon, Daughters, Jesse, Leaphart, Merriam,
Merrill.

CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT:

Ryman, Elrod, Kirkwood, Spaulding, Swearingen.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANCY:
Coon, Sanford, Speer.
CURRICULUM:

The President, the Deans of Schools, the Chairmen of
major departments, and the Registrar.
FACULTY AFFAIRS-

Carey, Corbin, Elrod.
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GRADUATE WORK:
Kirkwood, Chairman of department concerned, and
the Registrar.
HEALTH:

LeClair•
INTERSCHOLASTIC:

.

-

4

Howe, Elrod, Jesse, Merrill, Schreiber, Sedman,
Spaulding.
MILITARY:

Stone, LLollet, Merrill, Kirkwood, Spaulding.

PUBLIC EXERCISES:
DeLoss Smith.
PUBLICITY:

Stone.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Maddock and major professors concerned.

SCHEDULE:
Merrill.
SERVICE COMMITTEE:

Chairman to be elected by Faculty, Daughters,
Phillips•

STATE FAIR:

Elrod.

STUDENT LOAN;

(

5.
The President stated that the Acting Chancellor had
appointed Professor Daughters as a member of the Service
Committee for the year 1922-23. The President also stated
that he had named Professor Phillips as the President’s
appointee on the Service Committee and suggested that the
Faculty proceed to elect its representative, who would also
be Chairman of the committee. Professors Elrod and Bateman
were appointed tellers and a ballot taken. Professor Elrod
received twenty-five of the thirty-one votes cast and was
declared elected.
6.
The President announced that reports of unsatisfactory
scholarship are due in the Registrar’s office at 9:00 A.M.,
Monday, November 6th7 also that service reports and class
rolls should be returned promptly to the Registrar's office
in accordance with the request of the Registrar.

7.
There being no further business before the /acuity the
meeting adjourned.
p
/I A
I
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November 21, 1922.
1.
The postponed regular monthly meeting of the Facultv waq
held at 4:10 P.M., with President Clapp preSiding. *aoulty was
?• ™ Th® £°H°Wine Semb®rf were Present: Ames, Applegate,
Arnoldson, Atkinson, Mr. Bateman, Baxter, BuekhoAs Burgee Burke
Carey, Clark, W.P
Clark J., Clements, ’Clapp, Coivin^Cok
'
H
’ Ge?er- Reason, Graff, Hoffman, Howard, JaoAhson,
Kirkwood, Langmas, Leaphart, Lennes, Mathews, Miller Mollet
Nash, Neuman, Rowe, Sanford, Schreiber, Severv Smith 1? 0 *
Speer, Stimpert, White, Whitcomb.
’
’

The following members came in after the meeting was called
to order: Bozorth, Daughters, Deutsch, Horst, Jesse, Maddock
Merriam, Merrill, Phillips, Rapp, Skeels.
.
’

The following members were accounted for: Mrs. Bateman
Chadwell, LeClaire, Scheuch, Sedman, Spaulding, Stewart, Stone*.

The minutes of the meeting of October 17 were corrected
by adding the name of F. D. Stimpert to the list of members
present (paragraph 2) and approved.
3.

4.
The President gave a resume of the minutes of the meet
ing of the Chancellor s Executive Council held on November 13th.
5.

The following announcements were made by the President:
(1) The assistance of the Faculty is desired in reducing
the fire hazard and obnoxious appearance from smoking
in the University buildings.
(2) The President urged upon the Faculty that they should
rigidly enforce the standard of three hours of work
for each credit (normally one hour recitation and
two hours preparation)•

(3) The Faculty were reminded of the rule which requires
that students must receive the authorization of the
University Nurse in order to secure refund for
physicians and hospital bills.
(4) On account of lectures of Will Irwin the classes will
be held at 11:00 o’clock, Tuesday, December 5 instead
of Monday, December 4.

(5) Collections by departments for sales of property
bought and paid for from state funds must be turned
in to the Business Office.

(6) The President stated that the auditor of student organ
izations had started this year to make audits of the
four class organizations, in addition to the general
student organizations previously audited by him. The
President stated that the auditor would be assigned to
departmental student organizations when requested by
the head of the department.
(7) Classes will be held on the Friday following Thanks
giving and the rule concerning fine for absence on
this day (following holiday) is in force except for
students who previously obtain a leave of absence from
the President.
A

The following list of candidates for degrees and certificates
Jas recommended by the Committee on Admission and Registration for
degrees and certificates to be granted at the end of the autumn
Quarter, 1922, with the provision that all requirements are com
pleted by December 22nd in accordance with the rules of the Faculty;
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motion by Phillips to adopt the recommendation was unanimously
carried.
.....

Fnr the Degree of Bachelor of Arts:
Name
Maj or

jor

<

Credits in Total credits
Maj or
to be.offered

English
History
English
History
Education
Education
Biology
Chemistry
Education

j

61
199
42
186
68 .
188
57
186
46
186
43
186
66 ,
191
57
186
40
200
* -•
< *sFor the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration:

Baldwin. Grace Davidson
Gregory, Helen
Holloman, Elsie Conley
Johnson, Isabelle Janette
May. Clarence B.
Moore, Clarence E.
Phelps, Dorothy Jayne
Sager, Norbert W.
Strong, George A.

Hennigan, Marie M.

48

j

186

For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Journalism:

53
71
75

Kershner, Leroy
Masters, George Emmett
Robinson. Gladys

186
186
137

For the Degree of Bachelor of Laws:

Nagle, Raymond Thomas
Stewart, Leo William

127 ("B" average)
127
220

For the Certificate of Completion of the Course in Law:

12i

Derr, Mark Hanna

For the University Certificate of Qualification to Teach'-

Maj or

Baldwin, Grace Davidson

English

Doerr, Mary Elizabeth
Hennigan, Marie M.

English
~
BusinessAdmin-

Holloman. Elsie Conley

En^sh^00

Johnson, Isabelle Janette

History

I :

Minors
Pine Arts

(Modern Languages
(Spanish°S
•
B
((^^oe^tiOS

(E^nsh

I

Knowles, Vera H.
May, Clarence B.

Journalism

f

Education

|

Slack, Sidnev Albert
. xaney Albert

Education

(History
(English
(Botany

meeting adjourned? n° further business before the Faculty the
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December 12, 1922.
}:-.n p Hhe
m??thy meeting of the Faculty was held at
4*. 10 P.M., with President Clapp presiding.

•
The following members were present: Ames, Applegate,
Atkinson, Bateman, Mrs., Bozorth, Burke, Carey, Clark W.P.
Clark, J., Clapp, Colvin, Coon, Daughters, Deutsch Elrod
Gardner Geyer, Gleason, Hayes, Hoffman, Horst, Howard, Howard
Gapt., Jacobson, Kirkwood, Langmas, Lennes Merrill Miller
Hash, Neuman, Schreiber, SecIman, Severy, Smith, G.l!, Speer,’
Stimpert, White, Weisberg, Mrs., Whitcomb.
The following members came in after the meeting was called
Bugh°us, Jesse, Phillips, Rowe, Sanford, Smith, D.,
Smith, F.O., Stone.
*
_ 1.
The following members were accounted for:
Scheuch, Skeels, Stewart.

3.

Graff, LeClaire

’

The minutes of the meeting of November 21st were approved.

4.
The President announced that the last day of classes for
the autumn quarter will be Monday, December. 18 and that classes
should be held as usual on that day; also that classes for the
winter quarter would begin at 8:00 A.M., Wednesday, January 3rd.

,De«n Jesse stated, concerning the granting of grades after ivJ
the end of the ninth week, that instructors should give grades
~—
according to Faculty rule, which provides that when a student
withdraws from a course after the ninth week he shall receive
one of the regular grades. This may be any of the passing grades,
provided the work of the course has been completed; otherwise,
the student may receive an incomplete grade, a delayed grade,’
(condition) or a failure, according to the judgment of the
instructor. .

6.
Mr. Garey of the Faculty Affairs Committee requested pay
ments of annual dues.
7.
The following candidate was recommended by the Committee
°h Admission and Registration for the degree indicated, at the
of the autumn quarter, 1922, with the provision that all
requirements are completed by December 22, in accordance with
the rules of the faculty:

gor the Degree of Bachelor of Science:

Name
Balderrama, Felipe V.

Major

Forestry

Credits in
Major

141

Total Credits
To be Offered

192

k motion to adopt the recommendation was unanimously approved.

*8
Re: Law, DeWitt. The Committee on Admission and Regi stration recommended that he be allowed to substitute credit for the
oreign Language requirement for the B. A. degree. Credit in one
barter, Spanish 11a, had been earned by him. After discussion,
Qotion to adopt the recommendation of the committee was carried by
1 vote of 25 to 15, the motion providing that the action was taken
the ground of his age, rehabilitation, ex-service student, and
ugh records in other subjects.

•
The following reconmendation from the Deans’ Conference
va8 presented and adopted by the Faculty: Pan Hellenic petitions
-he Faculty of the University of Montana that the ruling which
equires a minimum of 24 quarter credits for initiation be changed
;o 12 quarter credits.

t’rTy‘

™
~ artlocal
-p wnmpnsocial
Mrs. sorority,
Sedman, presented
a petition
ph^Bets
petitioning
Samma Phi I
*
^10
q the reoomnendation of the ■_
from Phi Beta, a local
^_./
i
f°JoSn
the
President
the
petition was unanimously
I
Beta
Dean oi
approved hy the Faculty.
The following recommendation from the Committee on Militarj
was presented hy Mr. Stone and unanimously approved: M
11.
Affair
(1) . That a student who has had a two years' course
in a -junior B. 0. T. C. he exempted from three of the six
required oredits in Military Science.

(p) (a) That a student who has had one summer’s
training in a C. M. T. C. (Civilians' Military Training
Caro) he exempted from three of the six required credits
in Military Science; and that a student who has had two
summers’ training in a C. M. T. C he exempted from the
six required credits in Military Science.

I

(b) On account of the University regulation requiring
180 credits for graduation, it will be necessary for stud
ents who are exempted under the above recommendations to
make up these credits, presumably in elective courses.
12.
There being no further business before the Faculty the
meeting adjourned.

